Tuesday, June 12, 2018

Markets Not Finished Yet?
I think if we take anything from the
June WASDE report it’s that the crop
“isn’t in the bin yet”. USDA DID NOT
make changes to yields or acreage for
spring crops – those changes will come
first on June 29 (planted acres) and
possibly July 12 (July WASDE report).
But USDA did make positive changes to
old crop corn, soybean, & cotton
demand, as well as new crop corn &
soybean demand, that subsequently
reduced ending stocks for 2019. These
increases in demand add to the
importance of making sure we raise
good US crops this summer!

What today’s report also did was add
volatility back to the markets. If you’re
following the daily Grain Market
Outlook email letter, managed funds
have been liquidating much of the long
positions in corn & soybeans over the
last few weeks. That’s mostly been due
to a great start to the crop, which
shows up in the current weekly crop
A few tidbits on these numbers:
condition numbers. So were these
funds a little too quick to get rid of their
- 2019 corn stocks/use ratio of 10.8% would be the lowest since 2013.
ownership? Certainly these ratings
- 2019 soybean stocks/use ratio of 8.7% is well below this year’s 12% - if it occurs.
- 2018 & 2019 cotton carryout continues to creep lower, as expected.
show the potential of the crop. But we
- 2019 wheat carryout got nearly 2 mmt larger, which would be a new record high.
still have a lot of growing season ahead.
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DSMG Stocks Matrixes Lay Out
Stocks Possibilities
The DSMG stocks matrixes at left each lay
out 88 possibilities for 2019 ending stocks
for corn & soybeans. These matrixes use:
USDA’s latest beginning stocks estimate
(yellow box), USDA’s latest 2018-19 demand
estimate (blue box), 8 different acreage
numbers, and 11 different yields. The
numbers in the boxes are all possibilities for
2019 ending stocks. Here are a few
takeaways from these matrixes:
Corn
- Even at 89 million acres, a million above
USDA’s March Planting Intentions
estimate, it would take a yield of 179 bpa
to keep stocks unch.
- A yield below 172 bpa would put corn
stocks below 1.5 billion bu – very tight.
We’ve only reached that level twice – the
last two years.
Soybeans
- At 89.5 million acres, a soybean yield of 50
bpa would push stocks over 500 mln.
- A yield of 51 bpa or higher would give a
record carryout in 2019, but a yield below
48 bpa would tighten 2019 ending stocks.
This is why there can still be great volatility
in the markets for the remainder of the
growing season, and why using call options
to back profitable sales makes a lot of sense
this year!
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